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We analyze for the first time the large-scale sidereal anisotropy of ∼10 TeV cosmic ray intensity
observed in two hemispheres, by best fitting a model to the anisotropies observed with the Tibet
AS array in the northern hemisphere and the IceCube in the southern hemisphere. We find that
the first and second harmonics of the right ascension distribution observed in two hemispheres
are consistent with each other and well reproduced by a model of the superposed uni-directional
and bi-directional cosmic ray flows. It is also shown that the best-fit amplitude and orientation of
each flow are consistent with the best-fit parameters reported so far by the Tibet AS experiment.

Sidereal anisotropy observed by the Tibet and IceCube

1. introduction

Amenomori et al. (2007 [4], 2010 [5]) expressed the anisotropy as a combination of the unidirectional and the bi-directional flows of galactic cosmic rays. The bi-directional flow is produced
by cosmic rays drifting parallel to the local interstellar magnetic field line into the heliosphere from
outside the Local Interstellar Cloud (LIC) surrounding the heliosphere. On the other hand, the
uni-directional flows, which is perpendicular to the field line, can be produced by a diamagnetic
drift arising from a spatial density gradient of galactic cosmic rays in the LIC. Recent works of
Zhang et al. (2014) [6] and Schwadron et al. (2014) [7] also discussed the local origin model
of the anisotropies, while Qu et al. (2012) [8] proposed a global galactic CR Stream model
to understand the observation of the major anisotropic components in the solar vicinity. Many
related studies are ongoing, but a generally accepted model or theory capable of interpreting all the
observations does not exist yet. More data and analyses are necessary to provide a solid ground for
a firm theory.
We note in the present paper that the most of experiments referred above report the anisotropy
observed in the northern sky and the observation in the southern sky is still seldom. Recently,
Abbasi et al. (2010 [9] , 2012 [10]) reported the anisotropy of high energy muon intensity observed
with the IceCube experiment in operation at the south-pole. They supplied in a table of their paper
the first and second harmonics of the RA distribution of 20 TeV cosmic rays in each declination
(DEC) band. In this paper, we combine the harmonics reported by the IceCube with those observed
with the Tibet AS array and perform a best-fit analysis of a model anisotropy to the combined
harmonics data in two hemispheres.

2. Data analysis and result
2.1 Harmonic analysis of RA distribution in each DEC band
Abbasi et al. (2012) [10] (referred as paper 1 hereafter) presented the first and second harmonics of the RA distribution of 20 TeV cosmic ray intensity in each declination (DEC) band (see
Table 1 in their paper). Open squares in Figure 1 show the energy distribution of primary cosmic
rays observed by the IceCube, which are read by us from Figure 3 of paper 1. The median primary
energy in this distribution is 20 TeV.
2
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Recent underground muon and air-shower (AS) experiments including the Tibet AS experiment have consistently reported the large-scale (or global) features of the sidereal anisotropy of
cosmic ray intensity in multi-TeV to ∼ 10 TeV region, suggesting that there are two distinct broad
structures in the anisotropy with an amplitude of ∼ 10−3 (0.1%); one is a deficit in the cosmic-ray
flux centered around 150 to 240 degree in Right Ascension (RA); the other is an excess in the
cosmic-ray flux around 40 to 90 in RA (Amenomori et al., 2006 [1]; Guillian et al., 2007 [2]; Abdo
et al., 2009 [3]). The observed anisotropy of galactic cosmic rays at TeV energies is considered
to reflect magnetic field structures of the heliosphere and/or the local interstellar space, since the
Larmor radius of cosmic rays (predominantly protons) in this energy regions is comparable to or
smaller than the scale size of these regions.

Sidereal anisotropy observed by the Tibet and IceCube

2

I(α , δ ) =1 + ∑ {ai (δ ) cos(iα ) + bi (δ ) sin(iα )}
i=1
2

(2.1)

=1 + ∑ Ai (δ ) cos(i(α − αi (δ )) .
i=1

The harmonic coefficients ai (δ ) and bi (δ ) are obtained from the observed intensity, as
ai (δ ) =

2 N
∑ Iobs (ω k, δ ) cos(iω k)
N k=1

(2.2)

bi (δ ) =

2 N
∑ Iobs (ω k, δ ) sin(iω k)
N k=1

(2.3)

where Iobs (ω k, δ ) is the observed normalized intensity, N is the number of RA bins in each DEC
band, and ω = 2π /N. We obtain ai (δ ) and bi (δ ) by the IceCube experiment from the amplitude
(Ai (δ ) )and phase (αi (δ )) of the harmonics given in Table 1 of paper 1, as
ai (δ ) = Ai (δ ) cos(iαi (δ ))
bi (δ ) = Ai (δ ) sin(iαi (δ )) .
3

(2.4)
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To analyze the anisotropy observed with the
Tibet AS array in the same energy region, we
collect air shower events which satisfy the following four conditions, (i) any four-fold coincidence occurs in counters with each recording
more than 1.25 particles in charge, (ii) the air
shower core position is located in the array, (iii)
the zenith angle of arrival direction is ≤ 60◦ , (iv)
∑ ρFT which denotes the sum of number of particles per m2 for each FT detector must satisfy
63 ≤ ∑ ρFT ≤ 160. Under these conditions, total 9.0 × 109 events are collected with the meFigure 1: Energy distribution of primary cosmic
dian primary energy of 14 TeV during a period
rays observed by the Tibet AS array and the Icefrom November 1999 through May 2010. The
Cube. Normalized event numbers observed by
energy distribution of these events is shown by
the Tibet AS array (solid square) and the IceCube
(open square) are plotted each as a function of prisolid squares in Figure 1. It is seen that the enmary energy on the horizontal axis in a logarithergy distributions by the Tibet AS array and the
mic scale. The data of the IceCube experiment are
IceCube are well overlapping with each other.
read from Figure 3 of paper 1 [10].
We analyze the first and second harmonics
of the RA distribution of cosmic ray intensity
observed in two hemispheres with the Tibet AS array and IceCube. After the normalization in
each DEC band, the cosmic ray intensity I(α , δ ) at the RA α and DEC δ is expressed in terms of
the first and second harmonics, as
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2.2 Statistical and systematic errors of harmonic coefficients
The statistical errors of ai (δ ) and bi (δ ) (i = 1, 2) by Tibet AS experiment are propagated from
statistical error of Iobs (α , δ ) in Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3, while the statistical errors of ai (δ ) and bi (δ ) by
the IceCube experiment are propagated from the statistical errors of Ai and αi (δ ) given in Table 1
of paper 1. For systematical error of ai (δ ) and bi (δ ) by Tibet AS experiment, we use harmonic
AS
coefficients aAS
i (δ ) and bi (δ ) observed in the anti-sidereal time in each DEC band, as

(2.5)

AS
σ bsys
i (δ ) = bi (δ ) + σ bi (δ )

AS
where σ ai (δ ) and σ bi (δ ) are statistical error of aAS
i (δ ) and bi (δ ).
For the systematic errors of ai (δ ) and bi (δ ) by IceCube experiment, we use the amplitude
AS_1D
Ai
of the one-dimensional (1D) RA distribution observed in the anti-sidereal time and given
in Table 5 of paper 1 in addition to the statistical error σ Ai (δ ) of the harmonic amplitude in each
DEC band, as
sys
AS_1D
σ asys
+ σ Ai (δ ) .
i (δ ) = σ bi (δ ) = Ai

(2.6)

2.3 Best-fit model
We best-fit the model anisotropy consisting of uni-directional flow (UDF) and bi-directional
flow (BDF) to the harmonic coefficients observed by the Tibet AS array and IceCube in each
DEC band and derive the best-fit parameters of the model. In this model, the normalized intensity
I exp (α , δ ; A1 , α1 , A2 , α2 , δ2 ) expected at α and δ is given, as
I exp (α ,δ ; A1 , α1 , A2 , α2 , δ2 )
= 1 + A1 P10 (cos D1 ) + A2 P20 (cos D2 )

π
= 1 + (x11 cos α + y11 sin α ) × P11 (cos( − δ ))
2
π
1
1
1
+ (x2 cos α + y2 sin α ) × P2 (cos( − δ ))
2
π
2
2
2
+ (x2 cos 2α + y2 sin 2α ) × P2 (cos( − δ ))
2

(2.7)

where A1 and α1 are parameters denoting the amplitude and the RA of the reference axis of the
UDF, respectively, A2 , α2 and δ2 are parameters denoting the amplitudes, the RA and DEC of the
reference axis of the BDF, respectively, and D1 and D2 are angles of the viewing direction (α , δ )
from the reference axes of the UDF and BDF, respectively. Since the DEC of the UDF reference
axis δ1 cannot be derived from the intensity normalized in each DEC band, we set δ1 = 0. In
Eq. (2.7), P10 , P20 , P11 , P21 and P22 are the Schmidt semi-normalized associated Legendre functions,
defined as

Pn,m (cos θ )
Pnm (cos θ ) = √ 2(n−m)!

Pn,m (cos θ )
(n+m)!

4

for m = 0
for m ̸= 0

(2.8)
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AS
σ asys
i (δ ) = ai (δ ) + σ ai (δ )
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and
Pn,m = sinm θ

d m Pn (cos θ )
.
d(cos θ )m

(2.9)

Angles D1 and D2 in Eq. (2.7) are expressed in terms of α1 , α2 , δ2 , α and δ , as

(2.10)

Six parameters, x11 , y11 , x21 , y12 , x22 and y22 in Eq. (2.7) are expressed in terms of A1 , α1 , A2 , α2 , δ2 , as

π
x11 = A1 P11 (cos( − δ1 )) cos α1
2
π
1
1
y1 = A1 P1 (cos( − δ1 )) sin α1
2
π
1
1
x2 = A2 P2 (cos( − δ2 )) cos α2
2
π
1
1
y2 = A2 P2 (cos( − δ2 )) sin α2
2
π
2
2
x2 = A2 P2 (cos( − δ2 )) cos 2α2
2
π
2
2
y2 = A2 P2 (cos( − δ2 )) sin 2α2 .
2

(2.11)

exp
exp
exp
The first and second harmonic coefficients, aexp
1 (δ ), b1 (δ ), a2 (δ ) and b2 (δ ), of
I exp (α , δ ; A1 , α1 , A2 , α2 , δ2 ) in each DEC band are given by six parameters in Eq. (2.11) , as

π
π
1 1
1 1
aexp
1 (δ ) = x1 P1 (cos( − δ )) + x2 P2 (cos( − δ ))
2
2
π
π
exp
1 1
1 1
b1 (δ ) = y1 P1 (cos( − δ )) + y2 P2 (cos( − δ ))
2
2
π
exp
2 2
a2 (δ ) = x2 P2 (cos( − δ ))
2
π
exp
2 2
b2 (δ ) = y2 P2 (cos( − δ )).
2

(2.12)

exp
As seen in Eq. (2.12), this model expresses the first harmonic coefficient aexp
1 (b1 ) in terms of a
combination of the north-south symmetric and anti-symmetric DEC distributions, P11 and P21 , with
amplitudes x11 and x21 (y11 and y12 ), respectively, while it expresses the second harmonic coefficient
exp
2
2 2
aexp
2 (b2 ) by only the north-south symmetric DEC distribution, P2 , with an amplitude x2 (y2 ). By
exp
comparing aexp
i (δ ) and bi (δ ) with the observed ai (δ ) and bi (δ ) in Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4), we obtain six
best-fit parameters (x11 , y11 , x12 , y21 , x22 , y22 ) minimizing the residual χ 2 defined as
2
2
(a1 (δ ) − aexp
(b1 (δ ) − bexp
1 (δ ))
1 (δ ))
+
χ = ∑{
sys
sys
(σ a1 (δ ) + σ a1 (δ ))2 (σ b1 (δ ) + σ b1 (δ ))2
δ
2

2
2
(a2 (δ ) − aexp
(b2 (δ ) − bexp
2 (δ ))
2 (δ ))
+
+
}.
2
2
(σ a2 (δ ) + σ asys
(σ b2 (δ ) + σ bsys
2 (δ ))
2 (δ ))

5

(2.13)
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π
π
cos D1 = sin( − δ ) sin( ) cos(α − α1 )
2
2
π
π
cos D2 = cos( − δ ) cos( − δ2 )
2
2
π
π
+ sin( − δ ) sin( − δ2 ) cos(α − α2 ) .
2
2
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2.4 Result
Solid (open) squares in Figure 2 display the first harmonic coefficients of the RA distribution
observed by Tibet AS array (IceCube), while solid (open) triangles display the second harmonic
coefficients of the RA distribution observed by Tibet AS array (IceCube). The DEC dependences
of ai (δ ) and bi (δ ) expected from the model best-fitting to both data by the Tibet AS and IceCube
experiments are also shown by solid curves, while the light curves show the DEC dependences
expected from the best-fitting only to the Tibet AS experiment data. Due to a notable north-south
asymmetry seen in panels (a) and (b), the observed phase of the first harmonic in panel (d) tends to
shift to larger RA with the DEC moving toward south over the equator. This asymmetry is also seen
in the best-fit curve derived from the Tibet AS array data alone. A similar north-south asymmetry
has been already reported by Munakata et al. (2010) [12] from the two hemisphere observations
of sub-TeV cosmic rays by a pair of multi-directional underground muon detectors in Japan and
Australia, while the best-fit amplitudes reported by Munakata et al. (2010) are only one fifth of the
amplitudes in Table 1 due to the attenuation by the solar modulation.
Table 1: Model parameters obtained from the best-fit analyses. The first line presents the parameters obtained from best-fitting to the Tibet AS array data alone, while the second line presents the parameters from
best-fitting to both of the IceCube and Tibet AS data.

data used
Tibet only
Tibet & IceCube

A1 [%]
0.13
0.11

α1 [deg]
39.96
33.95

A2 [%]
0.07
0.07

6

α2 [deg]
97.5
112.5

δ2 [deg]
-22.5
-17.5

χ 2 /d.o.f
10.5/ (40-5)
82.0/ (108-5)
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Figure 2: First and second harmonics of the RA distribution in each DEC band observed by the IceCube
and the Tibet AS array. The first harmonics observed by the Tibet AS array (IceCube) are plotted by solid
(open) squares, while the second harmonics are plotted by solid (open) triangles. The error of each data point
includes the statistical and systematic errors evaluated in section 2.2 (see text). Panels (a) and (b) display
the observed harmonic coefficients, ai (δ ) and bi (δ ), while panels (c), (d) show the observed amplitude and
phase, Ai (δ ) and αi (δ ), each as a function of the DEC on the horizontal axis. The solid (light) curve in each
panel shows the DEC dependence expected from the model anisotropy best-fitting to both of the IceCube
and Tibet AS data (the Tibet AS data alone).
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3. summary
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We analyzed the first and second harmonics of the RA distributions observed in two hemispheres by the Tibet AS array at 14 TeV and by IceCube at 20 TeV. We find the north-south asymmetry in the DEC dependences of the first harmonic coefficients, while the DEC dependences of
the second harmonic coefficients are consistent with the north-south symmetry. From a best-fit
analyses to the observed harmonic coefficients, we find that the observed DEC dependences can
be reproduced from the model anisotropy consisting of the UDF and BDF. It is also found that the
best-fit parameters of the UDF and BDF are consistent with the results reported by the Tibet AS
experiment [11] and two hemisphere observations with underground muon detectors at sub-TeV
region [12].

